Textbooks

TCE Textbooks Available in the Campus Bookstore
With Information on Textbook Availability in Tisch Library

This list includes all the books that faculty have currently ordered at the Tufts Bookstore. The bookstore is located in the Campus Center; the textbook section is on the lower level.

Some courses do not require that you purchase a textbook; for those courses readings will be made available online through the course website (you will get information on accessing our online course system: Canvas). “Book requirement pending” indicates that faculty may indicate books for you to purchase once the class starts. The books cited below are all currently listed as required by the instructor, except where it says recommended (which means that the purchase is optional). While used textbooks are often available through the bookstore or online retailers, you should be sure to purchase the same edition that your instructor has assigned, or to consult with them in advance about the suitability of other editions of the textbook.

In any case, we advise you to wait on purchasing books or other course materials until the first day of class when you receive the final syllabus from the instructor.

The Tisch Library also has some of the assigned books as part of their collection. These books, which are indicated by the library call numbers, will be available on Reserve for you to use in the library. You can check with the circulation desk about how to access these. Library staff would be happy to advise you on the best ways to access the online materials cited below, as well as the very extensive holding of the Tufts libraries.

ANTH 0149: Anthropology & World Culture
   Book requirement Pending

AST 0010: Wanderers in Space: Exploration & Discovery
   Book Requirement: Pending

BIO 0010: Plants & Humanity
   Book Requirement: Pending

CHEM 0006: From the Big Bang to Humanity
   Book Requirement: Pending

COMP 0011: Introduction to Computer Science
   Problem Solving with C++, Savitch, 10th Edition QA76.73.C153 S29 2018

CLS 0075: Classical Mythology
   Theogony Work and Days, Hesiod, PA4010.E5 T5 1988
   Sophocles, Antigone, Oedipus, PA4414.A2 K5 1994
Metamorphoses, Ovid, Available online Oxford Scholarly Editions Online Latin

Poetry
Classical Mythology in Context, Maurizio

CSS 0093: Tufts Summer Writing Program
No textbook Required

CSS 0093: Bioinformatics Inquiry Through Sequencing
No textbook Required

CSS 0093: Health Science Honors
Book Requirement: Pending

CSS 0093: Foundations of Law & Ethics
Book Requirement: Pending

DR 0007: Introduction to Theatre
Antigone, Sophocles. Published by Hacket.
Fefu and Her Friends, Fornes. PS3556.O7342 F44 1990
In the Heights, Miranda.
Angels in America, Part One, Kushner. PS3561.U778 A85 1993
Good Kids, Iizuka.

DR 0010: Introduction to Acting
Book Requirement: Pending

EC 0005: Principles of Economics
Book Requirement: Pending

ENG 0005: Creative Writing: Fiction
No textbook Required

ENG 0092: Popular Culture in America
Book Requirement: Pending

EXP 0024: Comics & Graphic Novels
Book Requirement: Pending

FAH 0052: Picasso to Pollock
Recommended: Art Since 1900 Vols 1 and 2, Foster, 3rd Edition
N6490.A7186 2011

FR 0002: Elementary French II
HIST 0054: Europe Since 1815  
Aspects of Western Civilization Vol. 2  Rogers, 7th Edition  PC 4704  
D209 .P26 2013

HIST 0087: The World of Islam  
Islam in Historical Perspective by Knysh. 2nd Edition  BP49 .K69 2011

JPN 0002: Elementary Japanese II  
Recommended Kanji Look and Learn, Banno 9th Edition

HIST 0173: Boston History  
Short History of Boston, Allison, 4th Edition  F73.3 .A45 2004  
City so Grand, Puleo, 10th Edition  F73.5 .P966 2010  
People’s History of the New Boston, 14th Edition  F73.52 .V73 2014  
New Bostonian: How Immigrants Have Impacted the Region  (Full Text available online through library catalog)

MATH 0010B: Coding Bootcamp  
No textbook required

MATH 0019: Mathematics of Social Choice  
Available online through SIAM E-books

MATH 0030: Introduction to Calculus  
QA303.2.G65 2010

MATH 0032: Calculus I  
QA303.2.B754 2015

MUS 0005: Music as Culture  
Music Library in the Granoff Music Center  
(Optional) Stambeli CD with Booklet

No textbook required

**NU 0101: Human Nutrition**

**PHIL 0001: Introduction to Philosophy**
Book Requirement: Pending

**PHIL 0054: Philosophy & Film**
Book Requirement: Pending

**PHY 0001: Introductory Physics I (with Lab)**
FLIPIT STANDALONE ACCESS by Freedman. Published by Mac Higher. Latest Edition. (Buy and download)
Recommended: Physics, Walker, 5th Edition 5th

**PHY 0002: Introductory Physics II (with Lab)**
Book Requirement: Pending

**PS 0042: Western Political Thought II**
Leviathan, Hobbes. Published by Peng Rand. 1968 edition, others available
On Liberty, Mill. Published by Hackett. 1978 edition, others available
Second Treatise of Government, Locke. Published by Hackett. 1980 edition, other editions available
Perpetual Peace and Other Essays, Kant. Published by UCP. 1998 edition, other editions available
Basic Political Writings, Rousseau. Published by Hackett. 2nd Edition *C179 R7 2011*

**PS 0061: Introduction to International Relations**
No textbook Required

**PSY 0001: Introduction to Psychology**
Intro. To Psychology, Kalat, Looseleaf with Mindtap, 11th Edition

**PSY 0013: Social Psychology**
Social Psychology, Aronson, 10th Edition
Library has 9th edition, check with instructor: *HM1033 A78 2016*

**SOC 0001: Introduction to Sociology**
Mapping the Social Landscape, Ferguson. *HM826 M36 2018*

**SPN 0002: Elementary Spanish II**
SPN 0004: Intermediate Spanish II
   No Paso Nada, Skrameta, 1st edition   PQ8098.29.K3 N67 2014